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FCXLS DANCIBG- KE HS - »5«#
"by Jane 3arwell
MEOTA SQU&RS DAITC^ -..$1,50
"by J. Leonard Jennewein
50 Musical Mixers - $1,00
"by Ray Olson
MUSICAL U1JM FOH - $ltPO
"by Hay Olson
baijcxs mm wooEt&SD - $i,a>
"by Horman Cazden
OEE HUISIIIRJBD AND 0KB SINGH© CALIS - $2,00
"by Jrank Lyman, Jr,
COMPLEDE YOUR FILE OF NCKltaRN JUNKS2
•we have most of tfee "back issues @ .30$ each
Order any of the a*bov© matwlal from
Balph #age 182 ?ear^ St
Eeene, N.H,
TA.SE If OR LEAVE IT
There*s a desease creeping
into the square dance pic-
ture that isn't nice t«
think about - FAILURE TO
SUPPORT YOUR REGIONAL DANCE
MAGAZINE. Since the first
of the year I've had nsjtifi
cation that the following publications have suspended
their efforts to "bring to their readers news of region
al interest: "The Willamette Valley Caller" (Wash.'); "On
The Square" (Gape Cod); "The Hoosier Square Dancer" (In-
diana); "Foot and Piddle" (Texas). You see the illness
is widespread; no section of the country can afford to
T»e complacent •
"SJhat goes on here? Why has it happened?
Earlier, 'Fiddle and Bow" (Wisconsin); and "Around the
Square" (Iowa) fell victims to the same sort of apathy
afflicting dancers everywhere . The reason (official)
given by every editor: LACK OP READER INTEREST SHOW!?
BY DIMINISHING NUMBER OF RENEWALS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Every one of the ahove mentioned magazines was doing a
genuine service to our movement; "Foot and Fiddle" was
one of the oldest square dance publications - 10 years.
"Around the Square" one of the youngest - 3 years. So
age has nothing to do with it*
NO.THERN JUNKET contin-
ues to gain, slowly it is true, hut each year since it
was horn has seen a respectah^fe number of new readers.
I now rrn off 800 copies each issue, and it goes to ev
ery State and Canadian province and 15 foreign count-
ries.
I know of three other dance magazines that are on
the verge of giving up the ghost » SQUARE DANCERS, DONT
LET IT HAPPEN IN YOUR PARTICULAR RB2I0N. RENEW OR SUB-
SCRIBE TO YOUR AREA*S MAGAZINE NOWl If you can ft think
of a "better reason, then remember that the cost is de-





Recent articles in the "Bulletin9 have discusseC
today•s square dance movement 9 -with particular empha-
sis on the trend toward "high level" dancing, and the
competition between the caller and the dancers.
Let me add one man's opinion to this open forum.
Why do people -want to sqxgtre dance? IPor some, it is an
intriguing hobby. They want to explore it to its full-
est and, assuming that they have the necessary physic-
al and mental skills, and enough time, before long
they become able t« do extremely complicated dances,
which gives them a great amount of pleasure. They no
longer want to dance with beginners — who hamper their
own efforts and success - nor do they really enjoy dan
cing with the average caller, who bores them. They are
also bored unless they are given a diet of new dances
- providing constant challenge. All this is logical
and understandable, for these people*
Howevep# other people have other goals. Many peo-
ple are simply out for relaxation, physical release
and exercise, or a frieddly, easy-going social exper-
ience. Some folks are genuinely interested in doing
traditional dances of this and other countries. These
people often do not care to do nhigh level" dancing;
in fact, theyVfind that it does not meet their needs r
'
for the following reasons:
1, It does not place the stress on a co-operative
friendly social experience; in fact it is so often
highly competitive, exclusive and anti-social. Forgive
3
these harsh words, "but I've heard them from too many
dancers "to hesitate ahout using them.
2. The need to have constantly new material means
that many climisily concocted dances, often without
smooth flow, logical or easily remembered patterns,
flood the market . At the same time, many of our most
familiar and older dances are not used; a caller, in
the effort to keep the pace, "becomes ashamed about us-
ing them,
3. ?or those who just wish to relax and have fun,
the relentless pressure of having to listen, learn* :
concentrate on split-second timing and tricky moves,
etc, often makes a "high level" square dance into a
push~a:id-pull, tug-of-war hassle. As one dancer said
to me last week, "I've got three kids, and after tak-
ing care of them all day I want to take it easy, not
knock myself out."
Please understand, I am not saying that there
should not "be complicated dancing. However, iet*s rec-
ognize the fact that it only meets the recreational
needs Of a small fraction of dancers or potential dan-'
cers - at least in Westchester. There we have possibly
two or three hundred really top-notch dancers and
possibly three or four callers who can work with this
kind of material. But there are thousands of people
who dance occasionally, and probably hundreds of thou-
sands more who could "be won over to square dancing on
a fairly regular "basis if it were presented to them on
an appealing, moderate "basis, in local groups.
There* s a place for both kinds of ds-ncing. Can
they ever he mixed - in a, festival or club evening?'
Hot easily, "but it can "be done. At "Tarry Squares,""
for instance, we try to do about two-thirds basic ma-
terial, some old, sone new, and about one-third of
fairly complicated "dances. liTe also' leave the new round
dances pretty much alone, although we do many tradi-
tional European and American folk dances, plenty of
mixers, and an occasional contra. Our people seem to
like it. T7e have both beginners and advanced dancers
in the group - and our dancing spirit is high. We have
"been growing in size, and the dancers know that, even
if they miss a few weeks , they «an always come "back
without feeling that they must start all over.
Finally, in reply to those who ask, "If we could
go hack to some earlier period of recreational dance
in this country, what period would it he?8 The ohvlous
answer is nonel Let's stay right where we are in 1956
•
But at the same time, let's not lose sight completely
of the many fine kinds of dance done in the past. And
always, let's concentrate on human values, and meeting
the "basic reacxeational needs of the dancers.
from the BWestehester County -Square Dance Bulletin"




One of Hew England's largest Countey Dance ITesti-
jj
vals is set for Priday, July 12 at the University |
of Massachusetts in Amherst. The event, sponsored |
"by the Western Massachusetts Callers and Loaders
Association annually attracts five thousand dan- l\
cers and spectators, A full evening of square dan-
|
ces, contra dances and round or couple dances will !
provide activity and entertainment for all.
There will he a special demonstration hy featured
square dance groups.
The "big dance will T»e held rain or shino. In case
of rain the dancers will move into the physical ed
ucation cage on the campus which will accomodate
more than a thousand dancing couples. Otherwise
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M£Y/ By SARAE GERTRUDE KNOTT
A Resolution from the International Folk Music
Council which met in Oslo, Norway, in Ji^ly 1955* with
31 nations represented, was recently sent to all coun-
tries of the world emphasizing the importance of ft)lk
traditions for social and artistic purposes and for
international efforts for" peace and "better understand-
ing among nations. The resolution warned of the danger
of these "basic cultural forms passing everywhere be-
fore a new civilization, and urged all educational,
recreational, cultural, organizations to collect these
rich legacies for posterity, and to do everything pos-
sible to make them part of educational programs now...
Most countries are now deeply concerned, with the
passing of the old way of life and the customs- cherish
ed, We "believe that the United States has a ""better
chance than perhaps any other country to hold and- re-
vive many of its folk legacies; however, it will un-
doubtedly take the conscious effort .of all leaders who
have the proper organizations ready to reach down into
the communities and encourage, dignify, btjild pride,
and help to show the way to those who still know the
basic traditional expressions. A continuous education-
al activity program is necessary to show to the folks
who have inherited traditional forms that they- have
not lost their usefulness to meet recreational needs
6
of several kinds In modern times.
It is highly important that a recreation program
"be developed and carried on in rural communities and
small town localities where they are "being most neglec
ted "by the people to whom they especially "belong. Ru-
ral people have always been the guardians, chief users
and in the majority of cases originators of folklore,
Now, in our country and in others, city dwellers are
much more aetive and interested than are their country
cousins; however, it is doubtful that many of the new
cities created songs and dances which are springing up
in a new kind of civilization, will ever build the
kind of a foundation necessary to cast their influence
into the future. It is doubtful that they. can have the
characteristics which heretofore have been the distin-
guishing earmarks of folklore.
We face a future when there will.be more leisurs
time for everyone* An expanded recreation program for
rural and urban folfe, rich and poor, young and old,
is a must. It would be unwise indeed to allow our folk
songs, music, and wealth of other lore in their survi-
val forms which are still lingering or flourishing in
many localities t3 pass unnoticed, while we superim-
pose other programs less significant, and leave many
whom the traditional forms have served from early days
until now, without recreational and artistic outlets.
Thousands are having fua. with folk songs and dan-
ces recently learned. There has never been such a rec-
reational program in our country utilizing folk songs
and dances* Teaching is one of the necessary ways to
make folk traditions meet present day needs; but more
folks should he learning from those who have learned
the traditional ways. There is no reason to discard,
or not to incorporate the older traditional songs and
dances handed down from generation to generation int#
today*s recreational programs.
There is a quality and style that cannot "be quick
ly or perhaps ever acquired unless new singers and dan
cers learn from the older ones who have inherited the
traditional ways. There are still many dancers left
who have special styles of square dancing typical of
different regions - dances and style they have known
all their lives; there are still many singers who have
a style of singing which belongs only to those wh«
have known the songs long, and loved them well and
sung them often; there are still many ethnic groups —
old and new Americans - whose renditions of tradition-
al legacies from other lands have special inexplicable
spirit of the race or nationality that created them;
all these and many more are being overlooked by recrea-
tion leaders, farm organizations, and many other kinds
of cultural and educational groups, whose programs
would be made more rich and colorful, more exciting
and more significant by the inclusion of these tradi-
tional legacies along with other already existing pro-
grams where torching outright is the order of the day.
g WHEN Y(XJ !RE IN N.Y.C |
IT'S THE NEW FOLKLORE CENTER
for
Old & New Books On Folkmusic,
Folkdance, Folklore, Jazz,
LP Records, Broadsides
Our Bulletin Board Lists All Folk Activities in N.Y»Cj
¥rite For My New Free 32 Page Catalogue
ISRASL G-. YOUNG
110 MacDougal St.





In Virginia Reel the nrnBic
for "forward and back" lasts
as long as that for "turn by
the right hand round*. J but the
second floor--rt^'sk- is far long-
er than the first* In this con 3 :
trast is both charm and a chall-
enge to discover' the charm and take advantage of it.
Nearly any child can understand the mathmatics here;
and an astute child can "be led himself to concise
that while skipping is fine for "turning by the right
hand round", mlkjLng will "use up. the music" of "for-
ward and back,"
, Thus a rat—race becomes more dance-
like; brats more mature.
The same forest that adults fail to see — for concen-
trating on the trees* For example, the circling i*
Sackets Harbor is a very long floor—track for a mere
four bars — eignt steps — unless the dancers' *tearn up
with hands at saoulder level, elbows bent, circle
small.
FELT-TIP 2PJSHS sure -used in craft -work; and sometimes to
list the order of events at a session of dancing. Like
women, they come in different shapes and sizes, "Magic
Marker" is relatively short, clumsy to hold, and - by
the method tendered. - expensive to refill. "Cado-Mairk-
er" is the shape of a fountain pen and also sells for
less than a dollar,; t.he same is true of ^Chemirac Pen".
"Flo-master" costs more, has a value, is perhaps more
versatile.
9
Cursory experiment tends to show that inks sold for
each of the ahove are interchangeable • And we've recon
ditioned specimens of all four - as well as a typewrit
er riobon - with painter's mineral spirits costing "but
fifty cents a gallon. Bat don't quote us yet; experi-
ment conservatively and send us your results.
"Squeezo" is more newly on the market, uses water-col-
or rather than oil, looks like the squat plastic mus-
tard jar at "Pete's Diner". Says Recreation Magazine:
"Our Felt-Tip point stayed sharp, eight colors does
not strike through newsprint."-
Pelt-Tip pens can "be had of stationers and of suppli-
ers to artists, draftsmen, folk dancers and shippers
of freight.
^ 5fc v '!- <$? $t *r *n
In searching for a "border "between fraud and diplomacy,,
we could kill off half a day. But let's not, let's
hear from Diplomat Martha Holly Lowe^. ornamental phys-
ical educator of the Mohawk Yalley. Knowing that
twelve—year—old hoys scorn mud pies and Mother G-oose,
she offers them - and their partners - not Patttcake
Polka , "but the same dance under the name of Lumberjack
Polka . Boys of that age ""buy" Ten Pretty Girls if of-
fered as "Ten CowDoys."
Again, adults who'd scorn anything they knew to "be Jew
ish have relished " Clap Dance" , later to learn that
they were doing Pat ch Tanz - which is "€lap Dance "
transliterated from the Yiddish. (From the Hermans.)
Man In The Hay can "be a "square dance with a "bit of a
different flavor." And "by its name alone Cumberland
Square(Bight) could have come from the Tennessee Moun-
tains as easily as from England.
Hoad To The Isles . To our knowledge, the history of
this routine has not "been traced "beyond the sailor who
first showed it to the Hermans. One night we heard a
woman say, "<3h in Settland, we did that dance only at
funerals." Perhaps she confused it with a different
dance; at any rate, we neglected to question her. Any-
one having knowledge abmt the dance, or leads to know
ledge, plea.se write me at address "below.
***********
Latest(most delayei)£Tews: Physical educators have "ta-
ken a lesson" from linguist and ethnographer Dick Crum.
It happens to school teachers as well as to readers of
Northern Junket : Strength and stimulation often ©ome
from persons outside our own trade, profession or avo-
cation. Eor instance; at a recent conference of New
York State physical educators Dick led a workshop in
Balkan dances. Gel- of the dances taught was Makazice
(Scissors), He taught us the floor pattern rax* and let
us goof along for four cucles; then he stopped, and ex
plained details we were not earlier able to absorb; fi
nally he let us dance it again all the way through. In
this way, walk—throughs may not "become tedious,
***********
Through this column any number of contributors' can
serve the common cause. The limit is 210 words; ideas
on postcards are also welcome. POLE'S CTTT.TtAWI appears
also in "The Folk & Square Dance Bulletin"; it is as-
sembled by Tern Steenslani, 417 Waverly Ave., Syracuse
'10, .U..Y.
This months column was perpetrated by Vein with the
"help of A! Draper, a caller widely known/ in Central
New York Slate.
'jLM iL lUl n. iliUUUUL'UUUt il-iUU.ll II ,i ^UfU4l-JLiUUUUULiL.'UUUUUUUUUUUUi^U^
THE) SAMELIA, 135 Parsons St* Brighton, Mass., has a
full lime of FOLK DANGER LABEL RECORDINGS . The BEST
in folk and square dance records
.








Up in these Granite studded hills
Our feet stay on the floor
When the !Upper Crust 1 is all fagged out,
We -want to dance some more.
To us, the simple things in life
Are really most romancing,
And to us common Yankee folks
The Same goes true in dancing.
Some callers seem to sneer at us,
They say we're atmospheric ;
While they are in sub-stratosphere,
And sometimes stratospheric.
'Hi-level' is the word they use
To ill-descriDe their "bahy;
A kind of orphan of the storm,
Some day they'll find out, maybe.
That what goes up must yet come down.
That's true, not incidental;
Their puppets merely know a.Dance,
IJhat we know T s jpundemental.
It seems to me they're sore misled,
Think 'high' means complicated;
A term that should mean just one thing
That's Dancer-Figure mated*
12
We travel North; we travel South,
Us white-haired gay old dancers,
To watch the summer folks step out
Haymakers f and the Lancers .
They come from here; they come from there,
They come from every nation;
The millionaire, the working girl,
Irom all life's every station.
"fcfhile most are young, there's also old,
Refined excitement fills *em;
Our Yankee dancing as dona here
Just permanently thrills *pa.
So let fs not worry; let's not fret,
There's surely no denying
They like our eont-ras; like our squares;




Greatly enlarged and revised edition. Contains calls j
{for 43 dances and 63 tunes, mostly in forms not gen-
j
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Box 4006 University Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota j
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COMMAS Mm KJMONOS
by RALPH PAGE
— continued from last issue —
Japan is a shopper *s paradise and I would love to
visit there with plenty of money and time to spend it.
Department stores there compare favoraoly with like es
ta"blishments in the States, and in some instances I "be
lieve, are "batter. For instance, the main shopping cen
ter of Tokyo is the G-inza, a street similar in every
way to oTifth Avenue, New York. I do not know how long
the street is, hut we roamed around on it for many
clocks; in each "block we found at least one "big depart
ment store as good as Sonwit-Teller, Macy f s or any oth
er high class store here, 3y a ""big" department store
I mean one that is at least ten storied high. These
stores were crammed full of expensive goods, and equal
ly crammed with "buyers. Mot all, "but most of these de-
partment stores have '"bargain "basements f in the cellar
where you may purchase anything under heaven - for a
price. I'd like to correct here a misconception. You
do NOT' haggle over the price of articles in the "better
stores; the price in yen is on the price tag of each
article and that is it. You wouldn't haggle and try
for a cheaper price in Jordan Marsh or R.H.~.!Jhite *s aid
neither do you do so in Japan except in the pawn shops
or second hand stores, of which there are hundreds.
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It was most fun to shop along the side streets in
the small stores standing open to the street, showing
piled-up crockery, "brooms and wooden ware, clogs and
sandals, piece goods, tea-jars, fruits or vegetables
or whatever. In the larger stores you can always find
a clerk who speaks English, at least enough to help
you with the goods on that particular floor. In the
smaller side street stores you are distinctly on your
own. Many of the side streets are covered over with a
kind of lattice-work that is closed in rainy weather,
permitting you to shop without getting drenched, and
since many of these same streets are closed to all ve-
hicular traffic it is perfectly .safe to wander "back
and forth or even -walk in the straet itself - that is,
after you lve gotten over your initial shock of several
near misses "by "byeyclists; apparently, a cyclist is
classed as a pedestrian..
m\
LI, _ J
The clerks in all stores, large or small, were po
lite and helpful without "being ingratiating, and sever-
al times, upon leaving a store after making purchases
we were given some small gift, from the proprietor, the
dollar value of which isas small but the goodwill engen-
dered tremendous I am speaking now of the small pri-
vately owned stores,. Of course we received these gifts
gratefully and at first, through our interpreters, pro
tested a "bit, saying that it was not necessary for
them to do it since in all probability we would never
come that way againv Inevitably we got for an answer:
nThat is unknown, but evea. if it is so, then please to
remember us with gratefulness", a slogan that some of
our storekeepers in this country wouM do well to a-
dopt. Always as we left, whether or not we had bought
anything, we were bowed out of the stored with many ex-
pressions of "Arigato" and "Sayonara" and "matai ira-
15




There are pro"ba*bly more camera shops in Japan,
than in any other country in the world; there seems t«
"be one in every "block. My movie camera failed to wind
properly at one time and taking it to a store was told
to leave it and come "back after lunch when they hoped
it would "be ready. It was, and for no charge 1 In Sen-
dai my flash unit conked out and again it was repaired
with no cost to me. I have often wondered how many cam
era shops elsewhere would do as much for nothing for a
foreigner? Fuji and Sakura film, either color or "black
and white, is fully as good as citr Kodak and Ansco
film. 352nn is the most popular size film in Japan,
with 120 next. Except in PX stores, I found difficulty
obtaining 620 film, until a clerk in one of the camera
shops rerolled a 120 film on one of my empty 623
spools. Prom then on I always had plenty of film.
Developing and printing of our snapshots was done
in fast workmanlike manner, "but unless I specifically
stated that I wanted my 620 pictures printed "extra
large size" they always printed them up on small sized
paper. Shis worked out fairly well at that, for since
I am far from a professional photographer, and was ta-
king pictures of anything and everything in sight not
all of the results were what might "be hoped for. So,
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with tha smaller "units I co-uld select the good ones
and have the duplicates printed on larger paper and
throw away the had shots. Color prints were inevitahly
retruned as transparencies, hut again, I kept the good
ones until returning home to have printed and discard-
ed the pcor ones. There weren't too many of these and
I can only assume that the natural lighting was of the
hest.
In some parts of the world the people are quite
offended if you take a picture of them, especially
without their consent, hut that is net true in Japan,
At first we were reticent ahout snapping pictures of
the people on the streets and I well remember one aft-
ernoon on Gsa>a, when I was idling outside the class
room while Barle and Mary Ann were doing their teach-
ing stint. School had let out and two or three kids
were playing around the door, one of them a real cute
little girl of maybe eight or nine years. Her school-
hooks, were neatly strapped to her shoulders and I
spent* many minutes trying to get her picture without
her knowing €rt>out it. ifhe» one of the interpreters
came out to join me in a smoke I mentioned that I wish
ed the little girl would stand -^ long enough for me
to snap her picture, fhe , "i'-v^'V"-"^
man smiled and replied: 11Why
don't you ^sk her to pose,
that's 'what she is -Halting
for y'ou rto do.* Be nam
right. He weast tm %m ex-
plain that it -was alright a
to take a piuimcr© i&g^iasre/v^^
I wanted t©. t %wvk Ms' -^V ''•. W/^WM
5#s**AA~***
advice anu consequently
have some that I -would1at




world and the. camera indust-




Manufacturers of Mkkon and Canan cameras cannot keep
up with the demand for their product, and you'll "be
seeing them in this country more and more for service
men "buy every one the ?X stores can get.
Portable e<~"b"bler shops were everywhere, on every
sunny corner it seemed. Vegetable men and fishmongers,
each with a "basket hung on either end of a long "bamboo
pole slung over his shoulder, clip-clopped along in
their wooden clogs; ice cream and candy vendors push-
ing their two-wheeled carts, and followed "by dozens of
excited children; flower peddlers; tubs of gold fish;
fortune tellers; all added to the excitement and pic-
turesqueness of the side streets.
In Tokyo I had a heavy winter-style(| quilt ed)kimo-
nc made for me and I don ! t know who had the "best time
in doing so: Yanagita—san, Takagawa-san - both of whom
went with me to the department store to assist me and
to see to it that I obtained esactly what I wanted -
the clerks, tailor or myself. Before they had finished
with the measuring and the selecting of material, we
had accumulated a small crowd of interested "bystanders,
every last one of whom was able and willing to volun-
teer an opinion. At last Yanagita-san, Takagawa-san
and I were satis_fied and left for the elevators and I
have no doubt "but what many a Tokyo homer was told the
story of the American who was having a kimono* made for
him, and of the two gallant gentlemen who were his
friends and advisors in the proceeding.
Of the twenty-one cities visited I liked the
shops in Kyoto the hest. As a matter of fact I "believe
18
that I liked Kyoto "better than any other city visited.
You see, Kyoto was not "bombed during the war and it is
a picture of what the cities of Japan were like "before
19^1* It is the seat of religious learning in the Iter
East, for a great many years the capitol - until l86p -
and is the most thoroughly Japanese city in the empire
and "by far the most interesting to "Western visitors.
Tokyo, the Japanese say, is the "brain of new Japan,
"but Kyoto is its heart *
It is a home for handicraft shops of every concei
va*ble sort, many have "been in the same family for cen-
turies: fans, cloisonne, bronze* eld swords, emTiroid—
^T7t porcelain, they, and more, are all here, shop af-
.ter shop of them* It Is the'- home of the "best trained
geisha and "eha-nc-^u- - tea. ceremony -; the site of
fascinating temples and palaces; a city of festivals
and fortune- tellers; or* museums and shrines. Oh for a
.month to make a "rubber-necking" tour of Kyoto aa.d
nearby Osaka, Nara, Ise and Shimal For all its million
inhabitants, Kyoto is more like a medieval market town
than any other city of its size elsewhere* Yet, with
our limited time I feel that we gained but a superfi-
cial knowledge of the place. Of one' thing I am certain:
I shall return to Kyoto.
J fa ft i\Uh
a
Prices range from very little to outrageously
high;, the same as - anywhere else in the worlddl should
imagine.- ¥e had 7^0 SY (seven thousand yen) a week spen
.ding money, and the first week f 3 allowance was spent
like a drunken sailor on shore leave I The next day we
were broke I- _ It was a most effective way of learning
that seven thousand yen didn't go too far on a buying
binge. Figure it out for yourself, there are ?60 yen
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to the dollar. After that first splvu^e in Nara and 0-
saka, we saved the money for film, postage, etc. keep-
ing "back what we could for the last week in Tokyo and
making a list of things we felt we simply must take
home. You can't take any yen out of the country, a
fact we were constantly reminded of "by Yamamot o-san
,
Ashi Press representative who traveled with us every-
where we went
.
To write a"bout Japan and fail to make mention of
the temples and shrines would "be a gross miscarriage
of reporting. You find them eyerywhere , hundreds and
it may well "be thousands of them. We never found out
exactly how many there were "but I am very sure that
you would "be astounded "by the total number and perhaps
unbelieving. I know people in the United States who
make r hcbcy of visiting every Catholic shrine that
they know ah out; a comparable hobhy in Japan of visit-
ing every known shrine would involve a vast expendi-
ture of time and money.
After seeing five or six the ordinary tourist
says to himself: "Oh no J Hot another temple! They Tre
all alike; see one and you !ve seen all of them." T
must admit that at first we were no different from any
one else and thought the same thing. At the end of a
month our opinions had "began to change, a,nd then we
saw Fikkc - "but let that come in good time.
?Je were first introduced to the temples of Japan
with a visit to Nara — nearby Osaka. Here is the Todai
ji Temple. Built in 7^9 A.D. it is the oldest wooden
"building in the world. Our mouths opened wide when we
saw the IDaibutsu Buddha within, for this enormous
statue is 71 feet high and weighs 500 tons - the "big-
gest "bronze Buddhist statue in the world.
ITearhy Nara Park covers an area of over 1200
acres, the largest of its kind in Japan. Hundreds of
deer roam at will and are as tame and gentle as sheep
nosing into your coat pockets for something to eat. It.
is a pity that the Japanese name for deer is such a
barsb, unmusical word as "shika" which even the little
20
children, who were toddling after the graceful crea-
tures with out-stretched hands, could make musical. We
"bought packages of wafers and called !, I£ci kol kol kol"
(Come! come! come! come!) and at the word they flocked
about us ni Doling the wa.fers carefully from our hands.
We ate a picnic lunch at the foot of Wakakusayama
Hill, under rows of cherry trees in full "bloom, enter
tained "by wandering musicians strolling about among us
and the throngs of people. In this park is fcund Eofu-
kuji Temple as well as the Kasuga Shrine.
The great two-storied gate-way of the r$4r?^
Dai Butsu temple has stood for eleven cen- l$//;j!j
turies and more, and is a picturesque, "1
weatherbeaten old structure, apparently
strong enough to resist the assaults of
.another thousand years. Colossal Kio,
with hideous faces, stand nn guard in
niches, and within' is a large courtyard,
and a closed gallery on the two sides jL\
that connect tiie gate-way with the temple.'
•;-.-
\
;«;-. -The largest wooden "building in the j
world is the Todaijl Temple nearby the
-Easuga Shrine. Another unforget- "&£&*>* >.<;„ i.rJ'.J^L
tahle sight im ^Tara Prefecture Is .'
Mt Yoshina, In the Tamato district. It was here / that
Japan T s national flower -.the cherry hi ossom, or nsaka
^ra" - originated. At least that is what we wore told,
for a radius o'f 13 kilometres 'around the mountain, are
nearly iOGyOOO cherry trees which "bloom throughout the
month of April.
^ "• I have noted elsex«rhere that Kyoto too is a city
of temples. Descriptive "booklets state that there are
3,000 Buddhist temples or Shinto shrines within its en
vi-rons
-
. Ohviously, we did not visit all of them! Here
one finds the great Chi oin sanctuary, one of the old-
est and richest in Kyoto. Its colossal gate-way, long
avenues and groves of ancient trees, proclaim its age
and endless- honors. Seemingly there is a "bit of centre
vcrsy "between Kyoto and Kara, for visiting the Higashi
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Hongwani( Eastern Temple )in Kyoto, we v;ere told that IT
was the largest wooden building in the world. I would
not know about that. Both are eye-openers in size- At
any rate the one in Xyoto remains the Mecca of popular
Buddhism and registers the greatest number of the
faithful in the country.
Kyoto is the home cf the Sinkakuji temple(Silver
Pavilion) located in the center of a "beautitful garden
and surrounded "by shimmering white sand symbolising
the silvery waters of the Ocean; the site of the Sanju
Sangen Do (Thirty-three Span Hall) housing 1001 images
of Ewaiinon (deity of mercy). A "brand new building - as
far as the age of temples is concerned - is the Heian
Shrine, "built in 1895 iu commemoration cf the 1100th
anniversary of the establishment of Kyoto as the capi
tal cf -Japan. la quered a "brilliant scarlet it spans a
ssaall body of water erna. once seen can never "be forgot-
ten. S?hc world should "be grateful to the French scholar
Sorgo SOJLssev, whose personal intervention at the Pent-
agon during the war saved ITara and Kyoto from bombard-
ment.
But now Nikko, and I find myself strangely at a
loss for words to describe this place of world renown.
The Japanese have a saying that goes like this: "¥ever
say tkekko l (Splendid, magnificent) before you see
Mkko. rt Trite, but true. Situated in the heart of a
mountainous region, in the middle cf a forest Nikko
national Park is a world of its own. Massive evergreen
trees stand stiff and straight, reaching for the sky,
and long pathways follow the contour of the land shad-
ed by huge crypt omerias and pines through which the
sunlight filters down in rays of soft, almost supernat
ural light, amidst an aura of total silence.
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Our hotel was "but a scant quarter mile from the
entrance and within a few minutes after breakfast we
were walking "beneath the Yomeimon gateway, tarnished
with age, "before which sculptors and architects from
the four corners of the world bend the knee, Not large
but wonderfully constructed it is the most gorgeous
and brilliant gate in Japan and one can spend hours in
just looking at it and realising that one translation
of the name means, "The gate which makes its visit ors
forget that the sim. is set."
On one of -the "buildings is the original carving
of the famous three monkeys "See no evil, say no evil,
hear no evil,* Cm another a carving of the equally
well~known ^SleesjL^g'Cat", dozing in front of a peony-
tree. Ml. eafrcrdfg lining every pathway, are hundreds of
stone lanterns; tiny streams of crystal-clear and ice-
cold water, flow over stones covered inch deep with
moss; .and mat in the sunlight, everywhere you look' are
the temples and shrines dazzling the eyes with red and
yellow lacquer.
Nearby is lake Chuzengi, reached hj a tortuous
road that 3nakes its way up the mountain, past lovely
Fegon Ealls, from which a mist like fine white raia. is
continually rising. Mt Nantai towers high "behind the
lake- like a grim back—drop to the blue waters below it.
Let's forget ao out the %^ T^ *ysou^ T'<r'u.l of
mothpeaten grandeur of /.'••• "^^-•. ., \ .' • f.
the Palace Eotel and re- ^^T^^^J ?.a# t^t4
member 1-Tikko for a place ?—J ^^ ^'—^.3^
of natural beauty which '"^ ;^ gs*** <-,...-/
the hand of man has aug- !
j J^~~~^, ,i^j „A
mented rather thaa des- <---,
j £j ? -<?£ rr>^~^A : - ,...-
troyed. >mM X ^ S5~M '" $*fe&*




from there to Utsono- ;^| ^f ^ .Jf £y £\ f-
miyav is along a read
shaded by rows of gigam-
tic. cryptomeria trees -
17 ,.000; of them in all -
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hundreds of years old, a most fitting ending" to an un-
forgetta"ble morning.
Utsonomiya was the final, stop of our teaching
itinerary; an evening, morning and afternoon class com
pleted era? official list of places to- vis it. diking
down the street that last afternoon to our pre-arran-
ged meeting place with the others, Yanagita-san, Earle
Mary Ann and I suddenly felt tired. And no wonder, for
we had "been operating for many weeks under strong pres
sure* A wholesale drug firm had supplied us with a new
vitamin capsule with the understanding that we were to
report to them how we felt upon returning to ]?okyo.. I
don Tt know whether or not it made any difference in
the way we felt Because one can go a long time on the
resources of ones makeup* but until the let-down feel-
ing that always c^mes when an arduous task is success-
fully: completed, we experienced little or no Hired
out 1 feeling, and we so reported.
Ml
4JDJU
Just "because our teaching tour was ended did not
mean that we were finished, iar from it. I?e returned
to Akasaka Prince hotel and were pleased to find that
we were to stay in our original rooms — it seemed like
homo coming. An official farewell party had "been plan-
ned "by the Asahi Press for the next afternoon, and un-
der a huge tent we met with officers of -the Hstional
Recreation Association of Japan, Members of the Press,
Officials of the Ministry of Education, all of our in-
terpreters, representatives of Victor and Columhia re-
cording studios, Mr Black and Mr DeMyer of the Americ-
an Embassy, and a large number of people who had work-
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ed hard to make our visit successful^
Everybody said a T few words* , ourselves included.,
and at the conclusion of Michael , s remarks he surpris-
the gathering "by giving his royalty check to start a
scholarship fund to "bring Japanese dancers and leaders
to the United States to study with us at folk dance
camps and .schools.. life gave our own farewell party to a
few close friends a few days later,
Membesrs of -the Ceattral Oojamit-tee who had lahored
for months s^tiiaag up details of the trip asked ts to-
give one ©ore special teaching assignment to the mem-
hers of the &ojmz%te3 saaS, a jfsw friends, and since
most of them had hr.d "little or no chance to take the
class sessions anywhere* we were more than willing to
accomodate* This was the only group tc idiom I taught
Sacketts Harbor — they leenjfc crazy over it and I never
taught it so easily or so quickly as to this alert dan
cing group* Jl few days later, tea much smaller group
at the IMGA, 1 taught an evening of contras; sort of a
final review session plus Money Musk as a very special
favor-
Another morning I spent at the Victor record-
ing studios recording contras for them and the Y10,00t
received for my efforts I gladly donated to the new




As mentioned "before, we had hecn saving all the
Y5n me could for the last days in Tokyo. Up to this
point wo had' not hfrd muah" opportunity for- a shopping
"binge, and had made a list of the things we xvanted to
purchase to take home with. usv.So the- last ;few deLys^wa ..
roamed around the streets of Tokyo, passing "by the oh—
vious Hourist traps' for the stores carrying "better
quality goods. The most expensive thing that I "bought
was a wooden chess set and hoard exquisitely hand car-
ved. I am not a chess player, hat I just could not re-
sist purchasing it. The owner of the store said he was
porn and "brotight up in Chicago, returning to Japan,
with his parents during the depression of the 193 Ts.
Our last evenings in Japan were
spent, for the most part in sorting
over our scores of gifts and wonder-
ing how we were ever going to get ,- -'^
home. This problem was solved
"by the Asahi Press when they
sent an experienced packer to
the inn who stowed everything
into six la.rge crates, promis-
ing to ship hy steamer to Few
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as called "by Rod Linnell, Pbtu, Maine
Polk Dancer MH509
How the first couple right
And you "balance with those two
And you circle to the left jjtfet cnce around
Right half around the opposite
Then "balance four in line
And you walk right through and swing your Bellie Gray
Then on to the next and you "balance where you are
And you circle to the left just once around
Right hand half around your opposite
Then "balance four in line
And you walk right through and swing your ITellie Gray
Then it's up to the le„st and you balance with the two
And you circle to the left "just once around
Right hand half around your opposite ' -^
Then you "balance four in line
And then everybody swing your Hellie Gray
chorus: Allemande left with the lady on your left
Then right hand to your partner for a grand
right and left
When you meet your partner
You promenade her home
Promenade with your Darling Nellie Gray
The same for the other couples in turn









Suggested music - "The Wee Pickle Tow"
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- The Dance -
Couples 1,3,5, etc active
Do not cross over
Right hand star one half around with couple "below
Down the outside and "back
Left hand star half around with same couple to place
Down- the center, same way hack 'and cast off
Right and left four
This is the way that Saltat or has the dance in his
"Treatise. on Dancing" published 1807, and it is just
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enough different to "be interesting to dance. One wdt&
of help here: don't take long giant steps in the first
figure -"Cross right hands half around". Take eight
SMALL steps in the figure instead and you should Tie in
exactly the right place for the next figure. Also, >e
very sure that you return to that same exact spot "be-
fore starting the "left hand star half around to place"
There are dozens of contras old and new that "be-
gin with a star figure half around, "but TEE BOLD HIGH-
IAHDER is the only one that I have found in which you
do not immediately return with a left hand star, with
a few exceptions wherein you "set t; to partner first.
You may use any music you wish for the dance, "but
since it has a fine Scottish title I like to use tunes
of Scottish derivation for it. There is no reason why
nA Hundred Pipers" "Bonnie Dundee" or "Miss ^McLeol's
Heel" would not servo equally as well as the tune giv-
en here.
The following dance is hased on TI-BD BOLD HIGHLAND
M; you might like to try it.
Couples 1,3 »5* otc. active
Cross over "before dance starts
Right hand star once arouni with couple "below .
Active couples down the outsido and "back
Left hand star with the same couple
Down the center with partner, same way hack, cast off
Eight and loft four.
. I ca.ll this one THE BOLD HIG-EW&.YHAN. It was work-
ed out "by one of my adult education classes this past
winter. Perhaps it suits our modern American tempora-
ment a little "bit "better than the original dance, al-
though I have called "both at open dance parties with
the same amount of success - and the same" amount of
confusion. (HP)
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HOT T IME IN THE OLD TOWN TONIGHT
Music - the same - suggested record: Windsor 7115
Position: Couples in circle facing center. Lady at mans
right
.
Call: It T s allemande left with the lady on your left
Allemande right with the lady on your righf;
(Pass "by partner, allemande right wa Uh the next
lady)
Allemande left with the lady on your left
(Pass by partner, allemande left with original
• -corner- lady)
Swing your pretty partner round and round
Let's all join hands and circle to the left
Break that ring,, swing your corner once around
Promenade home with the girl that you just swung
(Sing) "There'll "be a Hot Time in the Old Town
Tonight".
Continue as long as desired.
JOLLY IS THE MILEER
Music — the same ~ suggested record Old Timer 8O89
Position: Couples in circle facing center. Lady on the
man's right. - It's even more fun with several extras I
Call: All join hands and circle to the left
Circle left in a great "big ring
The other way "back in single file
Now the men keep going and the girls turn "back
Yes, the girls turn "back around the inside ring
The men walk past each sweet young thing
Now listen to me men and you'll sure he glad
When, you hear me call now "Grab, girls, grab!"
Promenade.
Continue as long as desired.
POLLY ¥OLLY WIGGLES
Music: Polly Wolly Doodle
Suggested record; Windsor 7639
Position: J5-e&£ of two .couples facing each other in the
circle. One scouple faees <CCW, the other faces C¥. Lady
at man's ,r*igfctt ^/jith Inside hands joined with partner.
Balance le;ft„ ifyg3.m:<s® tff.gSsfcj slide left, 2,3 » swing
(Step t-o 3.ef£ ? -i^us'la .right toe beside left foot,step
to right, -&^-ueh isft toe "beside right foot. Slide to
the left three s-tops, then swing right foot across in
front of left foot)*
Balance right, balance left, slide right, 2,3, swing
(Repeat ah ewe except start with right foot and end
with couples Tmck in starting position),
Sta.r, 2,3.^,5*4, straighten out
(In a right hand star walk one full turn around)
Balance forward, "balance back, two-step through, on to
fehe next
(Step forward on left and touch right toe beside
left. Step back on right and touch left too beside
right. Drop hands, starting with left tekc two two-
steps forward passing right shoulders with the oppo-
site person and progress to a new couple).
Circle left, circle left, circle left just once around
Turn, Circle right circle right and then you straight-
en out.
Repea/b entire dance as long as desired.
All three of the Mixers are from Ray Olson's books:
"50 Musical Mixers" and "Misical Mixer ilun", both of
may be purchased from Northern Junket.
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There was a wild colonial "boy, Jack Donald was his name
He'd poor hut honest parents, "brought up in Calais .Maine
He was his father T s only hope and his mother's only joy
The pride of all the family' "was that wild colonial hoy.
At the early age of sixteen he "began his wild career,
With a heart that knew no danger, a stranger to all fear
He rohhed the mail at Beachforth, and rohhed Judge Max-
well's hoy.,
With a trembling hand gave o*er his geld to that wild
colonial hoy.
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As Jack rode cut with his comrades, as they climbed
the mountain high,
"Together we will fight, my hoys, together wo will die"
They rohhed those wealthy squires and all their flocks
destroyed,
And a terror to all nations vbs that wild colonial hoy.
As Jack rode out one morning; as he gaily rode along,
A-listening to the mocking "bird with a gay and gallant
song,
Three mounted troopers came riding up, Swerly, De-vis
and Fitsroy;
They all rode to capture that wild colonioj. hoy,
"Surrender now, Jack Donald. " r u outlaw, plundering son
Surrender in the Que3L. T s name, for you see we're three
to one."
Jack, pulling out a revolver, a tiny little toy,
"I'll fight, hut I won't surrender," cried that wild
colonial 'bey*
He turned upon the Swerly trooper and "brought him to
the ground,
Then turned and fired at Davis, gave him a mortal wound;
His face all covered with "bloody foam while fighting
with Fitzroy;
There he was killed and captured, that wild colonial
hoy.
THE IfILD COLONIAL BOY has "been sung at hundreds of kit-
chen junkets all over New Sngland, It "begins in Calais
Maine, and with no effort is immediately transported -
to Australia - with effortless ease even in this age of
jet propulsion!
The tune is an Irish air "Fainne Goal an Lae« The song
is "believed to he ahout one Jack Dowling, an Australi-
an "bushranger of the 187*3 r s.
(h ~\




SQUAPJS. 'mmnaaaSB&tJ?- by Madeline Allen* 28pp, published
by "Square Dance-Where?"
This is a collection of Mrs Allen's writings for the
California publication "Square Dance - Where?" and I
can find no price quoted for this worthwhile little
booklet.
Mrs Allen is eminently qualified to write these short
articles on many phases of square dancing and the
hook reflects the attitudes and opinions of a large
number of square dancers, be they western or eastera
or just plain square dancers. I suggest that you
write to the publishers at 233*H3 Santa Clara Are. Al-
ameda, California, for a copy.
Articles that I particularly liked were "in Square
Dance Etiquette", "On Horsing Around" , "The Crying
Room is Outside", "On Setting Up Squares", "Notes On
Visiting", and "Please, Mr Caller." I did not partic-
ularly care for the article "On Short Sleeved Shirts"
though the problem presented is of more interest for
California-style dancers than elsewhere, fiM fchirre
would be no problem at all if the dancers were 'taught
to do an allemande by the hand instead of grabbing
the arm halfway to the elbow •.
But this is petty quibbling, for the book is a collec
tion of excellent articles that every square dancer
should own. (EP)
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50 MUSICAL MIXERS "by "Hay and Arvid Olson; MUSICAL MIX-
ER FUN by the same authors; published by the authors,
at $1,00 each "book; 40 & 44pp respectively.
Mixers are a vital necessity to the repetoire of any
reputable callex and here, in "both hooks, are one hum
dre& to choose from.
Most of the MUMS given here are modern Play-Party
Games, though •there are several traditional ones too.
Ray Olson is ia master hand at this type of dancing
fun. Living ±m Mbline, Illinois, he tells us that MIX
ERS are on -every square dance program there, whether
the group SjS experienced or a one night stand. Maybe
that is one reason for the continued growth of inter-
est out there*
There should "be more MIXERS evolved with, the progres
si on accomplished in the middle of the dance instead
of at the end, Eo one ever tells you what to do with
your new partner when the dance ends* Do you promenade
her to her seat? Or do you return to the one yo&*ve
just danced with and promenade her to her seat? Or do
you just stand there hopefully, and silently- imploring
the leader to give you a "break? Neither of these "books
gives an inkling of what is the proper procedure to
follow when the record ends; they are, nevertheless,
worthwhile additions to any leader's library.
THE COMA MSCE BOOK, by Rickey Holden, Frank Ealtman
& Olga Kublitsky. 126pp. published by American Squares
Newark, IT.J. Soft covers at $3*5 3 -
THE C01TRA DA1TCE BOOK is the first contra hook to "be
brought out in years that so thoroughly explores that
form of the dance. Rickey Holden learned his contra
dancing in and around Boston, fifteen years ago and
knows how to dance and call thea. What parts of the
book are Holden's; which parts are Kaltman^; which
parts are Kublitsky^, I wouldn't know, s-nd couldn tt
eare less, for the book standing as a whole is a most
worthwhile effort and represents hundreds of hours of
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pouring through old dance "books and mantis cripts at
many public libraries.
Since the "book is dedicated to me, and since Rickey
learned GOntra dancing along with many others who were
dancing with me at the YWCA in Boston, I naturally
have a tendency to think well of it. I would not go so
far as to say that I
:
"believe everything in it, "but it
is the differences of opinion that make the world in-
teresting.
For instance, chapter 3 is assuredly going to confuse
more neophyte contra dancers than it is going to help,
and I suggest to the -ordinary dancer that you take
Rickey's advice in the opening sentence: "Do not read
this chapter." If you are a leader,, read It, and "be
thankful that you didnH have the joh of assorting the
dances into any kind of a classification. Also, I can-
not go along with the list of 10 dances in the "Sugges
ted Teaching Plan" p 1^, for I do not "believe that Pat
ronella is a good contra to teach a "beginner for his
third contra - even if it is a simplified teaching ver
si on — and perhaps Holden has success in teaching Sack
etts Harhor and Money Musk as numbers } a*id 1* to a
group of "beginners, "but I "believe that they "belong in
a group of intermediate contras, say the second ten.
The Bonny Lass of Aherdeen has been xmrongly reconstruc
ted, for there is nothing in the original tfilcox manu-
script that even hints that you should "turn your part
ner once and a half to the other side"(m 9-12)naffrto
"active couple d.o si do"(m 41-4-8).
To counter-halance this the author does an outstanding
joh of reconstructing G-ipsey Hornpipe into understaai-
a"ble contra dance language.
SQPARE BAlfCIH& "by Gene Sowing, 80 pp. $1,00 published
"by Grosset & Dunlap, Hew York.
This is a "book of "bftelc daacesj; danoes.^ that :haTe."been
and still are favorites in the hills of New Hampshire.
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Some people will say that the "book is ten years late,
and to those gooi folks I'd like to say that a "book
of this type is never late.
Gene explains the dances rather well, and if yon have
a bit of difficulty with the descriptions take a long
look at the scores of pictures of New Hampshire dan-
cers , taken as they were actually dancing the figures
.
Anyone who has danced with us here in southern New
Hampshire will recognize some of the dancers in the
photographs as Arthur & Jean Tufts, of Exeter, N.H. ; —
Barney & Edna Priest, of Nashua, !T .H.; ired Richardson,
of Jaffrey, E*E«£ Bill & Ruth Schsnk, of Durham, SUH*;
Gene G- owing himself comes from Lublin, N*H. so the
Granite State is well represented here.
This is New England style dancing at its best ani I
hope the book sells a million copies! (RP).
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In "France and Mew England"
p 57 of "vol, 2, issued "by the
State Street Trust Company of
Boston and one of a series of
its Historic Monographs, one
finds the follox-fing account
of one of the lighter moments
of the Revolutionary War:
"In the evening there was a gay "ball at Mrs Cow-
ley's Assembly Room on Church Street, so frequently
used for entertainments "by the American and French off-
icers during the winter...* Washington opened the hall
.with Margaret Champlin, noted for her "beauty and charm,
who selected the popular dance "A Successful Campaign" *-
It is said that the French officers spontaneously grab-
"bed the musical instruments from the musicians and play
ed for the C-eneral and his "beautiful partner. This was
an event long remembered "by the American and French who
were fortunate enough to he present. An m&e witness
wrote:
n,At the "brilliant affair held at Mrs Cowley 1 s As-
sembly Rooms, the noble dames though robbed of their
wealth by war, appeared in superb brocades with embroi-
dered petticoats and were pleased to ffoot it* with
such noblemen as de Segur. M. Vauban, Baron de Viomes-
nil, and De LaTouche for partners. The favorite dance
of the moment was 'Stony Point r because of its recent
successful storming by General Wayne*. The soft light
from silver candelabra was reflected in beautiful mir-
rors loaned from old mansions as Washington opened the
ball with beautiful Miss Champlin under festoons of
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"bunting looped with rosettes of swords and pistols;
Hochambeau, wearing the Grand Croix dc l ! Ordre Royal,
and his suite took the instruments and played the dance
selected "by the partner of General I/ashington, "A Suc-
cessful Campaign" followed "by "Pea Straw" and "I'll 3e
Married in My Old Clothes" and "Boston*s Delight", in
honor of the guests from that city. 1 "
And another item from the same volume pp 31—32 is
found:
"In November, 1780, a "building known as ^French
Hall" was "built "by the Commander in Chief of the
French troops., in 'which his officers could have din-
ners and dances, or receive their friends. This large
hall, states Claude Blanchard, Commissary cf the
French Army, in his diary (a valuable translation of
which is in the ITowport Historical Society) was Con-
structed for the purpose of assembling a large number
of officers therein in the evening, to afford them rec
reation; it began to be used about this time" (early in
January, l?8l) ttWe can imagine the scene" writes Maude
Lyman Stevens, in her interesting pamphlet on the Ver-
non house, "the newly-built assembly room, lighted "by
candles in sconces, and, surely, ~in January, warmed ~by
a blazing fire; the uniformed musicians, the discreet
dowagers, and — observed "by all observers - the bril-
liant band of young noblemen in their gale attire of
white broadcloth, turned "back with pink, blue, or greea
according to their corps. In minuet or contradanco
they lead out the gay young Newport beauties, whose
charms they so admire." We hear the names 'Atlantic 1
'BelTevue* and others as appropriate, were given to
"the : dances -hold in Newport at that time."
\






Ui' .. With no attempt at reconstruc-
•t Ion; here are the directions for
3©me of the dances mentioned: %' $$ ty
* .Successful -Campaign as gives, in the \S -1% \** ~>
•Mussey manuscript: %%F?~^ j^
Chassa outside - back again. - cast u4\)^fevp JjJ^b
off 1 oouple - change sides - contra ^^mbc^r
partners - half molinette - right & left. ^S^>
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Successful Campaign as given "by Saltator: fa\
Down two couple outside, lead up, and cast g^tw^
off one couple; next couple do the same,
turn contrary partner half round, hands
half round till you come to your places,
cross over one couple, right and left. K/T/fT^?'
... . M:)^
Successful Campaign as given in "The ladies
and Gentlemen ! s Companion:
Chasse outside, rigadoon; then first lady
"balance to her partner, then swing hands
with him and ceeond gentleman; first gentle-
man ditto; chasse down in the middle, riga-
doon; up, and cast off one couple, mulli-
nette with the third.
This seeaes to prove that it was a widely-known
contra dance of that era and the few years directly
following.
Stony Point as given in the famous 'Otsego* "book:
One couple three hand,s round with second lady, alla-
mand, reverse sides with partners, three hands with
second gentleman, allamand reversed with partners,
"back again, lead down two couple, up again, cast off
one couple, hands half round, three couple up again,
right and left.
Stony Point as given in the Wjilco? manuscript:
First couple three hands round with 2d Lady, alla-
mand reversed with partners, three hands round with
2d G-entm. allamand reversed with partners "back again,
lead Down two Couple, up again, cast one Couple, four
hands half round with 3rd Couple, "back again, right &
left at top.
Pea Straw as given in "A Collection of Contra Dances
of Late, Approved and Fashionahle Figures."
in
First gentleman falls d«wn two couple, up the middle,
the lady falls down one couple, up again, meets her
partner, allemande with the third lady, the lady with
the second gentleman then with her partner, the gentle
man allemande with the sectni lady, the lady with the
third gentleman, set corners, lead outsides.
Boston's Delight as given in the Pejspscot manuscript:
Cast 2nd <c$xm3L& up swt©, hands 4 with the 2nd couple,
right and l&ffc, set eoraers, lead out & in again.
And tthaifc is einpgh tm digest f tr one time. If you
try n9G<aamterwe&±ag Any of these old dances with -your
group there is at least one thing to remember: the al~
lamande figure' is MOT the cmsaoo. 'allomande left 1 fig-
ure of m<odens.-day squares or contras, and do let me
know what you figure 'rigadoon 1 to mean and how it is
done, as well as your interpretation of 'lead outsides 1
d
g VllffIS
a A l>lklere Magazine
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p * Eolkioristic "background «f peoples and dances
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/ _/VicrjaanoeK ^Region \
x {
</ Op:^T PARTIES 8:3t - 11:^5 ?*H* Saturday Nights \
y June 22 Pitzwilliam, N.K. )
/ ,June 29 Mario or •, N»H. \
^ July 6
«— Dublin, N.H.
/ July 13 : Prancestown, N.H.
\ July 20 -*— Hancock, N.H.
< July 27 Marlboro, N.H.
\ August 3. Jaffrey, N.H. /
s August 10 Dublin, N.H. >
/ August 17 Hancock, N.H.
\ August 2k Jaffrey, N.H.
'
August 31 Pitzwilliam, N.H.
/ \
\ September 2 —— Prancestown, N.H. /
S >
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2 eggs, well "beaten
-J teaspoon black pepper
Soak salt codfish in cold mter for several hours, or,
better yet, overnight. Drain. Pour fresh, cold -water
over fish, Bring to boiling point* Drain and flake
fish. Melt butter in top of doubleboiler over boiling
•water. Blend in flour. Then slowly add milk, stirring
constantly until thickened. Add a little of this white
sauce to eggs. Then blend this mixture slowly int«
sauce in double boiler, stirring constantly. Add cod-
fish flakes and pepper. Cook for three minutes.
This is one of the commonest dishes in all Hew England,
it was used to pour over toast, boiled potatoes or
rice, or was eaten alone. With the growth of quick-pro
cessed foods, it has not always been so popular in
late years, but in many Yankee homes it still is one
of the all-time favorites.
BOILED MUSTARD DRESSIMJ
This is an old New England recipe, popular in many fam
ilies for generations. It is a >it touchy to make, but
is well worth the attention to details because the fla
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vor Us so tantalizing. It is good for many uses, espec
ially for summer dishes. It is used hot on hot dishes,
and cold on cold foods. Excellent on potato salad.
1 cup rich milk 1 teaspoon salt
2 egg yolks, "beaten -§• teaspoon "black pepper
3 teaspoons dry mustard ' 1 cup vinegar, heated
4 teaspoons sugar 2 tablespoons "butter
2 teaspoons flour 2 egg whites stiffly beaten
Bring milk to "boiling point. Add dry mixed ingredients
to "beaten- egg yolks. Blend gently, stirring constantly
with milk. Pour hot vinegar slowly into this, stirring
all the time. Cook this mixture until well thickened.
Remove from fire* Add butter and "beat well. Then fold
in the stiffly "beaten egg whites
»
DIMSEUIN-A-POT
1 pound lean round steak 3 carrots, scraped and
cut thin sliced thin
J- pound sliced "bacon l/8 teaspoon salt
\ teaspoon pepper 6 potatoes, sliced thin
3 onions sliced 1 cup col'd water .
Cut steak into strips two to three inches long and a-
"bout an inch wide. Cut "bacon slices in half. Use hea-
vy kettle, such as you would use for chowder. Spread a
layer of "bacon over "bottom. Then a layer of Btsak
strips upon this. Sprinkle a little pepper over it..
Eext a layer of carrots and onions, sprinkled with
some salt and pepper. On top place potato slices and
again dust with salt and pepper. Place kettle over di-
rect heat and after 2 minutes very gently pour water
over the contents. Cover with tight-fitting lid, re-
duce heat at once and cook very gently for about ^0
minutes. By this time the water will "be absorbed and
the meat and vegetables tender and delicious. If neces
sary add a little more water,
^I~~y^\\ // z~*u /i 2 (-
f.-$
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RHODE ISIAKD JOHNNYCAKB AND DRIED BEEE G-BAVT
2 cup's* white corn meal 3 caps "boiling water
1 teaspoon salt shortening for frying
Mix corn meal and salt in deep earthenware "bowl. Sl«w
ly pour "boiling water into it, stirring constantly so
as. to scald all of meal. As corn meal differs accord-
ing to the way it ,T s ground, it may take a little- less
or. a little nmm&„ than 3 cups of -water. When mixture
is .well siSfcrjrM* ssdLlow tfco -set for 10 *<© 15 minutes,
with "bowl csSBpgeassSL. ^.hem ineal Should foe s<© stiff it has
to "be pushes. ®:f.f ZFpstm. onto bsfc greased griddle. With
pancake tmaisr ^setfc uneaHL imto jflss* ©altees, about 3/8 of
an inch th&kfc* Mmsa. saae sMs is a ilcfa. brown, ^gin-
ning to twm (dsar&sjr, tmara «&as& <e®®]k other side. The two
sides shoTdHL .hare ?a fM«?k nnfety crost, and the inside
should "be ^©olteed thr<ough. ¥hile cakes are frying, «r
"before, pierpaapss
tSLTEB BEEJ GRAFT
l/8 pound Tratter 2-| tablespoons flour
J pound dried beef 3 cups milk
Use deep frying pan or skillet. An iron or heavy alum-
inum one is "better than a thin one. Melt "butter and
then "break tip dried beef into small pieces, the size
of postage stamps. Brown beef slightly in butter, add-
ing flour and working flour, beef and butter together.
Add milk very slowly, stirring all the while until it
f«rms a thick gravy. Keep hat on back of stove until
johnnycakes are ready. r Then pour some gravy over each
cake as' it is served*
This is one of the sldetft and best loved of old Uew
England recipes for corn meal. It makes up- int« a
hearty meal with the gravy. Mast old Yankees dashed a
drop «f cider vinegar «n the gravy as they ate each
cake. It is best £• serve cakes as they are fried rath
er then t« stack them up.
DEEP DISH PEAR PIE
3 fbsp lemon juice §• tsp cinnamon
i tsp grated lemon rind \ tsp nutmeg
6 cnps fresh pears sliced 3 fbsp "butter
i cup dark "brown sugar pastry for 1-crust pie
2 fbsp flour 1 fbsp white sugar
Sprinkle lemon juice and rind over pears. Sift togeth-
er sugar, flour and spices and mix well with pears.
Put mixture into well-Tmttered "baking dish and dot top
with "butter. Place rolled-out pastry over top of dish
as though making a pie* Pancy up the edges of pastry
and cut gashes in center of pastry. Sprinkle with su-
gar, and "bake at ^25 for 25 minutes so pears will be
very tender. Serve warm or cold with a wedge of sage
cheese if you can get it.
RASPBERRY SHRUB
h quarts raspberries 16 cups sugar, to taste
!§ pints cider vinegar "best, more if desired
Pick over "berries carefully, pour vinegar over them
and let stand 3 days. Strain through flannel 'bag,,
squeezing cloth a little, "but not enough to let any
pulp through* Add 2 cups sugar to each pint of juice;
"boil quickly in enamel saucepan for 15 minutes. Bottle,
cork tightly and keep in cool place. Use 2 tahlespoons
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OLID T1A\~H IN
N£\Y.£NGLAM
The -ancestor ssef IMs yarn prooahly dates "back to
the Ark, "but the Termont version appears in an old
diary of 1855* 3ne morning a little after dawn on a
morning of thick fog, a, local doctor on Ms.mjhose
after an early call in ^oodhury, Vt. gave an oldtimer
with a fine string of iDass a "lift" in his "buggy. The
string interested the good doctor and he asked the im-
mortal question; J,T,?hat T d you catch them with? How'd
you see where to fish in this fog, s,nyway?"
-The" oldtimer hemmed and hawed a "bit* "Caught rem
with worms, "best "bait there is, hut you got to git up
early. Couldn't see the water with the fog; sol jest
cast out. Ye know, Boo, that fog was so thick, them
"bass was swimmin' round in it catchin' mosquitersj I
tossed out a worm in that fog an' it stayed there.
Easiest fishin' I ever hed. Pretty thick fog that was".
Jj j£ J^ »$- -J; ^ -a^ J- J- J.- >!-
Very fex* "sexton yarns" survive in Mew England,
perhaps "because the traditional sense of gentleness
and consideration in the face <*>f sickness and death
usually silences the telling of amusing incidents that
are hound to occur. However, here is one that has to
do with a sexton who had a "bad temper and a stutter.
/
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The standard price for digging a grave was $1,
When the wife of a local citizen died - the woman was
of large proportions - the sexton charged the widower
$1,50. The widower refused to pay the extra fifty-
cents. Thereupon the sexton "blew up as follows:
"Dod rrrot it, yyyou ! ll pay uunmo this ddddolr*n a
half cr out the old woman cccomesj .....••Yes, I ddda
dig graves for a dddolar, hut not a cccelari}"
" « *!* O^ O, •,•« *Sg *,«* »t>. J- <JU J> gfa
A plaque on the Pavilion Hotel in Montpelier, Vt.
reads as follows:
"The Marquis de Lafayette was entertained here on
June 28th, 1825. Erected "by the Daughters of the Ameri
can Revolution."
The plaque was unveiled to the public in June of
1903, X'ri-th a silver-tongued orator there for the occa-
sion. An American flad appropriately covered the
plaque, and a "black cloth the flag. All of this up to
now is normal procedure for such events and if it had
not hccn for a mischievous quirk in a drummer T s mind
the event itself would "by now have "been well-forgotten
"by the general public. But —
-
Said drummer, eating an early lunch saw the
cloth, and had an idea. That afternoon a crowd of . no-
"ble .proportions assembled, the hand played; and the o-
rator pointing dramatically to the flag said: " BHhea
the American flag Is lifted, you will see words to he
read "by generations unborn" • The flag and cloth whisk-
ed upward, a large' card appeared to view on which was
printed in "big "black letters: "Ifilson's I?hiskey - Thatfi
All".
f m
Believe me, that is one unveiling that will he
long remembered!
On cold winter evenings we used to gather at the
general store and ]bost office up to the Contor* "One
who almost always was present at these gatherings was
Henry Ferriss* known for miles around as one who "drew
a long how'1 • He didn ! t lie - much - you understand; he
just stretchsE the truth*
One nighfc the talk turned to fishing and Henry
said: "One day last summer 1 ^was usin 1 a "bass plug *ai
I made myself <sm£ here can tfc'h" lake,* and 1 caught one
that weighed five aznd a jbe3ldf pounds
J
n
After some sedsaSss m£ sceptjiisal ss&lenffis, for "this
would have "beem a $<srokd®l<*ge:r of -a ssibeSUL mouth hlack
"bass, Bcrnie EwfelbijDS came mj&,c ,ttT4ia1fc% m&tiiilmi*m I iaas
out fishin 1 hara. p*raifc ©ne aaigjfe* *<tajji I jfelfc a g©sh aw-
ful poll on my iiaie* I ^adlei. lit nap .and -whea* -fco yer
know? I founflL I'd hooked m&® >a laaikern, aaad wfou£ fs
more th* lantern iaas lit,*
A still longer siXeace* Tlaem Beamry said: *Bernie.
ef 'n you'll put tibct l&aatem out, 1*11 tekre a eoupla
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Beckons tipou to another de?-ightful holiday. If you
enjoy f folk and square dancing under Excellent
leadersh/ ip - fine tennis - "water skiing - fishing
and mostj other land and water sports, pl-us arts
and crafts — dramatics - camp fires - "beautiful hi
king ob ;' jectives through woodland trails - plan
ned eve-; ning programs «• food delicio-as and plenti
ful - 8&1 Siiis in an environment of great natutal
"beauty m on a 10 mile lake - THESJ XOU
§ K3BEIW0QBB
I
If Highland lake, Stoddard, 1TJEL
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